Ball passing is an elementary and frequently employed human soccer skill. This paper examines the realization and visualization of ball passing, a low level move-to-ball behavior of a soccer robot, in a robot soccer game. A case study of three mechanically identical mobile robots with a formation ready to pass a ball cyclically in a zigzag pattern is examined. We build a control command driven mobile robot motion simulator with a controller and dynamics of mobile robots, not only nonholonomic kinematic constraints to simulate the motion of a soccer robot driven by wheels torques to generate wheels accelerations, to update the robot position and orientation at successive time instants. Kick motion follows a physical law, and a simplified collision check and response model is utilized for the efficient detection of the hitting a robot with the ball or other robots. The realization of specific ball passing strategy to drive each soccer robot in a position to receive a pass includes three levels of organization, coordination, and execution: careful integrated design of a dynamic formation and role change scheme, ball position estimation, and coordinated trajectory (i.e. path and velocity) planning and tracking control. Simulations are performed to illustrate the feasibility of the realization of ball passing among three robots, implemented by a software program for coordinated trajectory planning and tracking control in the developed simulator.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the robot soccer game has inspired very fruitful research issues such as multi-agent systems, autonomous navigation, multi sensor fusion, fast pattern recognition and vision-based real time intelligent control [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and multi-robot cooperative teams. 8 It also has been proposed as a benchmark problem with sufficient complexity for developing and comparing new methods in the fields of artificial intelligence and multiple robotic systems.
For robot soccer games, there are two teams of wheeled mobile robots embedded with local on-board intelligence. A video camera captures the stadium image and the host computer extracts the locations of the home soccer robots, the opponent soccer robots and the ball. The communication between the soccer robot and host computer is via wireless communication. On the other hand, both major world robot soccer game leagues, Robocup and FIRA, hold simulation competitions, which assume the availability of locations of ball and robots. The objective of a simulation league is for persons who are interested in the software design to concentrate on the study of artificial intelligence or game strategy development.
A robot soccer game is a teamwork game in which multiple soccer robots in a team realize intended motions/ actions with collaboration to score and defend. 8 However, communication between robots is limited and noisy, so a high level of strategy for the action decision of each robot based on insufficient information should be carefully planned. Some soccer skills, 1 like incessant ball passing movements, requiring not only fast and accurate information getting and transferring but also high performance of controls and trajectory planning, still seldom appear in physical robot soccer games. 2, 3, 8 The "Benchmark Test of Robot Soccer Ball Skills" proposed by FIRA (1999) 5 includes a millennium benchmark challenge, which is to control three robots in passing the ball around them, in turn, forming a circuit. Only two teams completed this exercise in FIRA Robot World Cup, 2000.
Robot simulation is a useful tool for verifying the performance of an overall system in a controllable, repeatable software environment. It affords greater flexibility to adapt to new situations and serves as a valuable resource for the development of real robot systems at low cost, 8 though the simulations may miss significant features to show the necessary accuracy of prediction. To obtain simulation results on real robots with acceptable performance is to a large extent founded on the accuracy of the simulations. An accurate simulation of the robot dynamical behavior is thus essential to describe the high-speed motion and for use in learning control program, as small differences between real and model robots are amplified through the robot learning program. 9 The model of robot behavior may be learned from the interactions with the environment by a simulated/physical approach using recorded data from real robot runs. 9 In the first part of the paper, we derive a dynamical model of a wheeled mobile robot, not only for use in simulators for visualization of motion in a timely manner, but for effective control. This expands the functions of SimuroSot, 10 which considers only the kinematics of motion. Ball motion is simplified as a pure slipping motion with friction. When the ball collides with the robot, a nonelastic collision model simulates the ball reaction. The simulator is aimed to serve as a platform for developing and verifying strategies, and trajectory planning and control methods for multiple mobile robots. On the strategy level, 1 conceptual strategies may be planned by techniques from decision theories, artificial intelligence. However, to make the strategy in effect, there should have methods to turn the strategy into collaborative actions that can be performed by the robots which require integrating position estimation, path planning and control. 11 In the second part of the paper, we examine how to physically realize a specific ball passing strategy among three soccer robots to carry the ball in a specific direction without holding. This case study considers three mechanically identical robots to pass the ball alternatively, which is common in human soccer competitions and is one of basic soccer ball skills in team practicing. As the passing cycle starts, one robot goes to a position behind the ball to kick the ball toward a designed direction and the other two robots move to suitable locations to anticipate a possible pass, following a collision-free trajectory generated by a trajectory planning system. It is assumed that every player does not hold the ball. Specifically, three robots pass the ball with a fixed order and a direction intention and change their formation dynamically according to the ball locus. We also propose the realization of ball passing that subscribes to a basic cycle of prediction, observation, estimation, and coordinated trajectory planning and control, and then describe it by the simulator.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section we present the details of a mobile robot motion simulator where the models of the motion of ball, collision and kick are described. In Section 3, the ball passing strategy among three robots and its realization are examined. Section 4 contains simulations performed by the simulator to demonstrate the feasibility of the realization of cyclic ball passing among three mobile robots. Finally, a conclusion is addressed in Section 5.
THE SIMULATOR: DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Dynamic Model of Mobile Robot
The unicycle model of a mobile robot with a square shape is shown in Figure 1 . The shape of robot is modeled as a rectangle with a center of mass at the center of a polygon. The pose of mobile robot is described by the coordinate (x, y) of the mid point between the two driving wheels, and by the orientation angle with respect to a fixed frame. The dynamic equations of motion are described by
where R and L are driving torques of left and right wheels; m, I are the robot mass, moment of inertia, respectively; r is the wheel radius. Under the hypothesis of "pure rolling" and "non slipping", of wheels motions, the kinematics of robot motion is described by,ẋ
where v is the linear velocity and w is the angular velocity of robot.
(i) Wheel torque-acceleration relation. Most mobile robots are controlled by the velocities of their wheels, which are related to the radius of curvature of the car-like vehicles. Therefore, for mobile robot control the velocity command is more natural than torque command. No wheel velocity terms appear in Equation (1) and the constraint equation is implicit. Therefore, an explicit relationship between torque and velocity of wheels is derived and the kinematics would be incorporated into the relationship to assure satisfaction of the kinematic constraint.
Refer to Figure 2 . 13 Let l be the distance between the ground contact points of two driving wheels, R be the turning radius of the midpoint point of robot, v L and v R denote the velocities of the left driving wheel and the right driving wheel, respectively. Then
The velocity of a mobile robot can be computed by the average of two wheel velocities,
Differentiating the above equation yields the acceleratioṅ
due to the robot velocity and wheel torques is always at the same direction. Hence, 
Furthermore, without loss of generality assume that v R > v L . From Figure 2 , we can derive the relationship of a differential wheel velocity and the angular velocity of robot,
Differentiating the above equation yields
where the last inequality follows from the third equation of (1). Thus,v
Solving Equations (6) and (9) , the relationship between wheel acceleration and wheel torque can be derived as,
This set of equations shows a coupled relation that one side wheel velocity is not solely dependent on its wheel torque. However, for a special case I = ML 2 /2,
where the torque-acceleration relation is decoupled. This is beneficial for wheel torque controller design.
(ii) Torque-acceleration Decouple Method. In general, it is not easy to physically construct a wheeled mobile robot whose moment of inertia is decoupled as (11) . Therefore a torque-acceleration decouple method is suggested as follows: Figure 3 shows the block diagram of the torque-acceleration decouple method. The robot model represents the Equation (10), in which the relationship of torques and accelerations of two wheels is coupled. The objective of this method is to convert the output of controller, namely * L and * R , to the nominal + L and + R , whose desired relationship with acceleration of left wheel and right wheel is decoupled as (11) . The "Nominal Robot Model" is the series connection of the robot model and a decoupler. As a result, the relationship between input torques ( + R , + L ) and output accelerations is decoupled and can be described as,v
The input-output relation of (12) is decoupled (as (11)), suitable for designing control. The "Actual Controller" is the designed controller cascading with the decoupler. The decoupler, which defines the algebraic relationship between ( + R , + L ) and (* R , * L ), can be derived as follows: (10) by (* R , * L ), and combining with (10) 
Solving (* R , * L ) from the above two algebraic equations, we obtain the decoupler as the transformation
where
Collision and Collision Response
In physical robot soccer games, collision response between two mobile robots is a complex phenomenon involving impact effects in dynamics and cannot be perfectly simulated by a simple mathematical model. Since the simulator is developed for the purpose of strategy development and controller design, a complex yet accurate collision model does not quite fit the use for efficiency concern in the simulation of a dynamically changing environment due to interaction of multiple mobile robots and ball.
Robot-robot Collision Check.
A simplified collision response model which can avoid the overlap of mobile robots when the robots collide is proposed. The robot is modeled as a square in the simulator. The robot-robot collision check is activated after every update of the robot location. We check their collision by representing the mobile robot by its enclosing a circle of radius r for ease of collision check. As shown in Figure 4 , two robots are colliding if their enclosing circles intersect, which can be judged by the criterion of the distance between two centers of circles less then 2r. Robot velocity at collision point is decomposed into a normal and a tangential component. When a collision happens, to avoid overlapping, two robots can only move along the tangential direction of the collision surface (the robot front plane), i.e. the normal components of velocities of two colliding robots with respect to the collision plane are set to be zero.
Kick Model: Responding Motion After Kick
A. Ball Motion. In the simulator, the ball locus is a straight line and the motion is pure slipping subject to a friction force proportional to its velocity. Under this assumption, the discrete time ball motion (Cartesian position and velocity) can be modeled as,
where k , k+1 is the ball velocity at t = kT, t = (k + 1)T, respectively. ␣ is a negative constant that describes the deceleration caused by friction force. is the ball velocity direction ( Figure 5 ). It is assumed that the ball velocity direction would not change unless a collision with robots happens.
B. Kick Model.
A kick means a mobile robot collides with the ball. A point contact between robot and ball is assumed. In the simulator, the robot soccer player kicks the ball by its front surface, which is orthogonal to the velocity direction. When a collision of ball and robot occurs, the kick model is utilized to simulate the ball reaction. For the purpose of correctly assessing the physical consequence of a collision, it is assumed that compared to the ball mass, the robot is heavy in weight and would not change its velocity after kicking the ball. Due to the discrete-time nature of the simulator, we shall first solve the real kick time and position for reflection computation needed for describing ball motion after kicking.
Referring to Figure 6 , suppose at T k = kT the ball and the robot are collision-free while at T k+1 = (k + 1)T the ball and the robot are overlapping, where T = ⌬T 1 + ⌬T 2 , ⌬T 1 is timeto-collision. This means that the time step is too large, and a smaller time step must be found. A kick must happen at a certain time instant between t = kT and (k + 1)T. An estimate time of ⌬T 2 is provided by the penetration distance at T k+1 divided by the velocity of robot at T k+1 . The real kick position and time are then solved by simple geometric computations. By the principle of particle mechanics, the ball velocity vector after each kick by the robot can be computed by adding the robot velocity vector v differential equations governing the dynamics of mobile robots. Physically, it depicts the continuous motion of a mobile robot. However, in computer simulation, we need a discrete time model to fit the computation characteristics of a digital computer. In this subsection, a discrete time model of motion of a mobile robot is developed for use in the simulator. Now we can update the location of robot from the input torque by incorporating the nonholonomic constraints (2) . From equation (13), for wheel input torque ( R , L ) at time instant t = kT, the wheel acceleration pair (v R , v L ), denoted as (v Rk , v Lk ), can be computed. Then at t = (k + 1)T wheel velocities are updated by
Simulation Process
Let (x k , y k , k ) denote position and orientation of the robot at t = kT. By nonholonomic constraints (2), its position and orientation at t = (k + 1)T is updated as 
BALL PASSING STRATEGY AND ITS REALIZATION
Formation and Role Change Scheme in Passing
This section studies the realization of a ball passing skill, a low level move-to-ball behavior of soccer robot. Consider a passing movement among three mechanically identical soccer robots. It is assumed that relative locations of three robots are initially in a ready formation for passing. As the passing cycle starts, one robot goes to a position behind the ball and the other two robots move to suitable locations to anticipate a possible pass, following a collision-free trajectory generated by a path planning system. There are three roles to be assigned to each robot in a passing cycle ( Figure  7 ): Passer, Previous Player and Next Player. Passer is the robot that runs to a desired position and prepares to kick the moving ball kicked by Previous Player, and Next Player is the robot that the Passer passes the ball to. Each robot acts as one of the three roles at a time and roles change after each kicking: Passer becomes the new Previous Player and Next Player becomes the new Passer. Besides, the Previous Player drives forward to hit the ball and becomes the new Next Player. It is not necessary that three robots have a nearly fixed formation, where each robot moves around a fixed location (as our early work did 14 ), during the passing movements. The formation can be dynamically changed according to the main objective of passing a ball and the moving direction of the team. The ball locus and robot trajectories of a ball passing strategy to be investigated in this section are depicted in Figure 8 . We design the ball locus to be of a zigzag type and each direction change point of the locus is where a robot kicks it. Three robots kick the ball in turn, and the relative positions of subsequent two kick points of the same robot are a to aЈ and b to bЈ, etc. According to our strategy, the passing movement of each robot is a successive motion, i.e. after kicking the robot runs to the next predicted kick position. Though the situation changes dynamically and the ball motion prediction has Fig. 7 . The three roles of mobile robots in a passing cycle. At this moment, Robot A is the Passer, Robot B is the Next Player to whom the ball should be passed immediately and Robot C is a Previous Player. much imprecision to cause the next ball pass miss, the information of a ball locus is becoming more accurate while the next kick is pending. There are two times for a soccer robot to adjust its trajectory by switching to arrive at the next kick position (the target position for passing) on time. The active motions for each of the robots are identical. For the whole motion, all three robots with different assigned roles plan their paths by a single trajectory planner, and then the ball passing strategy is achieved by one tracking controller.
The elementary skill for a robot to pass a ball includes the ability to go to a target position, the ability to kick the ball toward a desired direction suitable for another kick by another robot, and to add kinetic energy to the ball to accelerate it to resist the natural deceleration caused by friction. For kick position prediction, we assume that the ball velocity after each kick can be observed by a sensor and by prediction, so that the ball locus is exactly known at all time instants. The Passer chooses a point on ball locus and run there to kick the ball at the specific time instant. For a successful passing, the robot should hit the ball when the ball returns to it again. When the Passer kicks the ball, two things will happen. First, roles change as described above. As for the Previous Player and Next Player, because next kick positions are not known precisely at present, an approximate prediction is made as follows. As shown in Figure 9 , the next two kick positions are predicted by the user-defined vectors v To summarize, for realization of a zigzag ball passing, each robot switches its trajectory twice between its two subsequent kicks by motion prediction. The switching of trajectory is based on the other two robots' kick positions and two prediction vectors. Though there is a chance that two robots collide, if the vectors v ᭤ 1 and v ᭤ 2 are chosen appropriately, the switch of trajectory would cause each robot motion for ball passing collision-free, and therefore the passing cycle will be fluent.
Trajectory Planning
As described in Section 3.1, a successful passing cycle requires trajectory generator of mobile robots. As a passing cycle starts, the ball is the target of movement of mobile robots. The motion objective of three robots in a passing cycle is clear and the same: move to the next kick position to kick the ball to start a new passing cycle, while maintaining a formation suitable for passing. Thus, only one kind of the trajectory planning problem needs to be solved for three robots. For convenience of demonstrating the passing movements, let the time duration between two subsequent kicks be fixed. The trajectory planning problem can be decomposed into a geometric path planning problem and a velocity planning problem. In our ball passing problem setting, assume that the target location (next kick location) has been determined a priori. Then the path planning problem is to find a curve to connect the startposition, which is the current kick position, and the goal-location, which is the next kick position and orientation. It is noted that the selection of this curve takes into consideration the kick direction, i.e. the robot orientation at the kick position, for a successful ball passing. On the other hand, the velocity planning problem is to determine a velocity profile of a robot moving on the planned path.
Circular Path Planning: Computation of Center and Radius.
Path planning problem for wheeled mobile robot has been widely analyzed in many studies. 15, 16 They showed that a path synthesized by several basic curves, for example: straight lines or part of circles, is practical because the generation of a path is fast and the tracking of path is easy. For the path planning problem related to passing, it is necessary to generate a path between two kick positions (current and next). Here, the selection of circle as the planned path is enough to meet the need, due to its simplicity of computation in a dynamic environment. Referring to Figure 10 , the current-point (P c ) and the temporary goal-point (P e ) of the robot are known. The orientation vector of robot at end-point (v ᭤ eb ), which is the are applied to generate the trajectory a Ϫ a 1 Ј and p 1 Ϫ a 2 Ј separately as robot's reference trajectory. Motion predictor tells the robot the exact kick position (a 3 Ј), and trajectory p 2 Ϫ a 3 Ј is generated. desired kick direction, is decided by strategy beforehand. Then the radius (r) of the circular path can be solved by geometric computation, as
where L is the Euclidean distance between current and end positions (i.e. the length of the vector v ᭤ se ). Besides, geometric computation solves the location of the center of this circle (O). Arc P c P e is the proposed path. Note that the mobile robot orientation at the start-point is not specified here, i.e. the starting configuration is not completely specified. It is only defined by the position with the direction being around a desired kicking direction. This is because as a new ball passing cycle starts, a robot switches to a new planned trajectory, the orientation error is small and can be easily regulated by tracking control. This is feasible for ball passing, as will be demonstrated by simulations in Section 4.
Velocity Planning.
Along a selected arc path s r , the velocity profile of the robot between two kicks is planned by meeting four boundary conditions imposed at start and end times,
where V robot is the current velocity of robot; V d is the desired kick velocity. The instant that the robot starts to execute the path is set to be 0 for convenience, and the time duration allocated by strategy for the robot to traverse the path connecting two kicking positions is assumed fixed as t f . We formulate the time trajectory as a 3rd-order polynomial, s r (t) = q 1 t 3 + q 2 t 2 + q 3 t + q 4
Then the velocity profile ṡ r (t) iṡ s r (t) = 3q 1 t 2 + 2q 2 t + q 3
Substituting the four boundary conditions (19) into the above two equations, the four coefficients of cubic polynomial trajectory (20) can be solved as,
, q 2 = 3sЈ f ϪṡЈ f t f t 2 f q 3 =ṡ 0 , q 4 = 0 (22) where we define sЈ f = s f Ϫṡ 0 t f and ṡЈ f =ṡ f Ϫṡ 0 .
Tracking Control
We have found a connected circular arc as the reference path of the robot's mass center, and a cubic polynomial velocity profile along the path. In this section we realize the tracking of planned trajectory of soccer robot in ball passing by designing a tracking controller so that the robot can follow the desired trajectory with a tolerable accuracy to successfully kick the ball.
Three errors of robot location can be defined for a robot to track a reference trajectory: e s , e d , and e . As depicted in Figure 11 , at a certain instant tЈ, e d is the signed distance between the robot and the reference path, and distance between the projection, s(tЈ), and s r (tЈ) is e s . e is the orientation error (heading misalignment) of the mobile robot to the tangent direction of the reference path at position s(tЈ).
We define (t) =s r (t) Ϫ k 2ės (t) Ϫ k 1 e s (t) (23) where the position and velocity tracking errors are defined as e s (t) = s r (t) Ϫ s(t) and ė s (t) =ṡ r (t) Ϫ s(t). Furthermore, let
The first term in the RHS of Equation (24) is the compensation of differential velocity derived from dynam- Figure 8 ). is the desired orientation for robot to kick the ball. ics of motion (1); the second and third terms are feedbacks to let the robot ride along the reference path with acceptable accuracy. The suggested tracking controllers for left and right wheels are finally designed as
The performance of the tracking controllers are validated through simulations in the following section.
SIMULATIONS
The following simulations are performed by the simulator introduced in Section 2. For this simulation, the simulation tick time is set as T = 0.02 sec and is equal to the sampling time. All computations about strategy, including ball motion prediction and robot trajectory planning, should be completed in a time duration less than T. This imposes a demand of the computational speed in practical realization of the ball passing strategy among multiple mobile robots. The control command at time kT can be computed by all motion data accessed at time t = (k Ϫ 1)T. In the simulation, three mechanically identical mobile robots perform the proposed cyclic ball passing strategy. The robot mass, moment of inertia and length are m = 1kg, I = 0.02kg · m 2 , and l = 0.08m, respectively. The wheel radius is r = 0.04m. Considering hardware limits, it is assumed that maximum linear velocity is 1.5m/s, and maximum torque is 0.4N · m for each mobile robot. For a passing movement, no robot holds the ball. The robot kicks the ball always by its front surface, whose orientation ready for kick is orthogonal to the moving direction of robot. The desired kick velocity is 0.7m/s, and the kick direction, is set as + / Ϫ 0.25 angle apart from the desired passing direction (see Figure 8 ). The two vectors v ᭤ 1 and v ᭤ 2 for prediction of the kick (as shown in Figure 9 ) are represented in terms of polar coordinates (2.34, 0) and (3.66, ± 0.145) with respect to the passing direction. In this way, as the passing direction rotates, these two vectors and desired kick direction also change accordingly. As a result, an intention of change of ball passing direction is realized without utilizing any more commands.
The initial relative locations of a ball and three mobile robots are shown in Figure 12 . For the starting cycle of ball passing robot "John" (robot 1) is the first Passer, "Mary" (robot 2) is the Next Player, and "Rosa" (robot 3), the Previous Player will kick the ball after Mary. Then the ball returns to robot John again and another passing cycle starts. The time duration between subsequent two kicks of the trip to the ball is set to be 1.6 s as the temporal constraint of passing movement. It is noted that a successful ball passing cycle depends on factors such as the relative speed of the soccer robot and ball, the kicking direction etc. Here we show some simulations of successful ball passing. In the first simulation, after first five kicks, the desired passing direction is designed to rotate clock-wise by an angle 0.2 rad. after each kick. In the second simulation, the robots are designed to follow an S-shape course for ball passing among them fluently. Figure 13 depicts the simulation results. Both simulations demonstrate the formation change of the robot team according to the objective of passing a ball in turn. Three trajectories of robot motion and the locus of ball are plotted in the x Ϫ y plane. The velocity, position and orientation tracking errors of robot "John" in the first simulation are shown in Figure 14 . Since the width of robot front plane to hit the ball is 80 mm, small tracking errors do not cause a deviation in the kicking direction with respect to the desired value to miss a ball pass during ball passing movements. Figure 14 depicts a part of robot John's trajectory in the second simulation A path planning method described in Section 3.2.1 generates these circles, and a partial arc of each circle compose part of a reference trajectory of robot in each passing cycle. As the robot switches the prediction of its moving trajectory twice between its two subsequent kicks, in Figure 15 three circles form a group. It is to be noted that the efficiency of the controller for ball passing, in terms of the distance traveled by the individual robot [11, pp. 337-338] , is not the same for an individual robot in a team. In Figure 16 , we show a snapshot of the simulator for this simulation.
The simulations show that a soccer robot moves along a preplanned arc to kick the ball. After each kicking, the robot modifies its trajectory to goal position by obtaining the information of the kicking position of the other two robots. Finally, the planned path for each robot is a continuous curve composed of three connected circular arcs, and each of the robots is accurately steered along the path to a location to receive the pass and hit the ball from a specified direction to perform a successful ball passing cycle: pass a ball to the teammate immediately without holding. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we built a computer simulator for multiple mobile robots and ball, which incorporates not only kinematics, but also dynamics and control of mobile robots. The simulator serves as a platform for soccer strategy development, path planning and effective tracking controller design of mobile robots, so that the methodology developed in the simulator can be transferred to real physical soccer robots for validation. This expands the functions available in the FIRA's Simurosot, which uses only the kinematics of motion for simulation.
We examined a case study of cyclic ball passing strategy for three mobile robots to pass a ball in a zigzag pattern in turn at a specific direction without holding. For the realization of soccer robots to pass a ball in turn like human players do, a coordinated trajectory planning and formation control problem was formulated and solved for multiple mobile robots. The realization of successful passing cycles is accomplished by a design of coordinated trajectory planning and tracking control with appropriate role assignments and enables dynamic formation change for achieving accurate ball passing. The trajectory of a soccer robot, constituted by circular arcs with a velocity profile as a cubic polynomial, is on-line adjusted by obtaining more accurate information of ball locus after each kick. The simulations demonstrate the practicability and highlight the ingredients of the whole design required for the three levels of hierarchical intelligent control: organization, coordination, and execution. 11 For a larger number of robots in a team, the strategy must be more complicated and its realization is more difficult. Future work is the extension of the experience of collaborative design in this case study to a broader range of strategies and multiple robot systems.
